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CROSS-CULTURAL
UNDERSTANDING
ੵ࿔ࣅ

While cultural differences can be
obstacles for Western firms looking to
establish a foothold in China, strategies
exist to make this process smoother and
less frustrating.

作者 : Daniel Tschudy

by Daniel Tschudy

efore coming to China, foreign business travellers are
usually aware that they should prepare for doing business
by understanding some of the key issues in cultural values
and behaviours. These include patience, showing respect
ǡ¢¿Ǥ
However, a high majority of those small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) which invested in China during the
last decade no longer have a presence here. For some of them,
the product might not have been right, for others the market
did not have enough potential, and some might have simply
underestimated local competition. But most of their managers
and investors claim “misunderstandings” as the main reason for
the termination of their China efforts. In other words, there are
no specific reasons: it just did not work out, the feeling was not
right, the investment budget was depleted – and ultimately the
expatriates were exhausted. They returned home, disappointed,
frustrated, and not understanding why they could not bridge
the cultural differences.
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ጨኁॽۼሞዐࡔ฿ӨڦᇱᅺࡃྺĐဃđ
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ਔࣆຫǈுᆶਏ༹ڦᇱᅺ ǖኻுᆶࠀׯĂߌਥ
փܔĂཨጨᇨ໙ࡼକĊĊፌዕڞዂኄၵྔࡔཨ

ጨኁೃ૰ă்ࠤ࣮ݓၕǈߌڟ฿ྭࢅ฿ᅪǈ
փӣྺ๊փీॐഐথ࿔ࣅֶᅴൃڦă

中国挑战
କྺࢆ࿔ࣅॏኵ࠵ࢅႜྺݛ๕ࣷྺׯ

ሞᅃ߲࿄ኪׇཨጨڦహටᅺๆݴઓవڦă
न๑ሞ౹ዞǈई౹ዞࡔॆኮक़ǈට்ڦາྼఇ
๕Ăୁࢅ༌ಒ݆ݛڦᄺྫྫᆶጣڦٷ൶՚ă

The China challenge
Trying to understand why cultural values and behaviours can
be such a disturbing element when investing in an unknown
market is difficult. Even within Europe, and within European
countries themselves, there are often wide differences between
the way people think, communicate, and negotiate. But why it is
50

虽然西方企业在中国寻找落
脚点的过程中会遭遇文化差
异上的障碍，然而采取相关
策略仍可化解阻扰，使这一
过程变得更为顺畅。

๊ྺڍ߶ዐࡔٶྺ߸ڢઓవ఼Ǜ
ᄺႹժփઓవăྔጨഓᄽሞዐࡔׇമ

ՂႷ࠲ጀᅜူ߲ဦব࿚༶ǈഓᄽሞݴׇဆĂ
ၜణኰֱۙᅜतժࠔമࢅժࠔዐՂႷਦኄၵ
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so much more difficult to deal with China?
ఱ႐ăઠዐࡔፔิ
It probably isn’t, but there are five very
ᅪڦဇݛටԑᇽዐ
particular issues for foreign companies to
ࡔ ට  ڦक़ থ ຫ ࣆ  ݛ๕Ă
respect before entering China. These topጺႴᄲዘްऺࣄࢅݏ
ics should be tackled in market analyses,
  ڦ Ⴤă ྺ ُǈ ഓ ᄽ
due diligence projects, and before and
ᆌፔࡻࡀࣄǈାٳ
during M&As:
ׯၹᅱႴڦ؊้ݴक़ǈ
Patience. Westerners who come to
ժጚԢ؊ፁڦᇨ໙ăྔ
do business in China will complain of the
ጨഓᄽྫྫஹܔཨጨ
indirect ways of speaking, constant need
ᇨ໙ۨஃǈܸॺܔ૬ᅃ
for repeating their plans, and cumbersome
߲ڦࠀׯฆᄽഓᄽႴ
formalities. Firms should plan for this by
ᄲ้ڦक़փे୯ă
ሞዐࡔǈሞॺ૬ᅃۨ
allowing an abundance of time for coming
࠲ ဣă ሞ  ๗ǈ ే
to an agreement and also a sufficient
ᅜ߶փဠ࣌ڦටፔิ
ڦ܈ײᆷࡻ࠲ဣമ༌
budget. Foreign companies often jump to
ᅪ Ǘᅺྺኻิᅪܸᅙă
a conclusion about an investment budget
ڍሞዐࡔǈሞॺ૬ᅃۨ
ิᅪઓవ
without considering the pure volume
ڦ܈ײᆷࡻ࠲ဣമ༌ิ
of time needed to build up a successful
ᅪසࡕຫփփీڦǈ
business enterprise.
ᄺटഄઓవڦăኄ৽
Relationships. In Switzerland, it is possible to trade with
ྺ๊ࠌཞ႗փీӻዺට்ტॺڦ૬ᆷࡻ
someone even if you don’t like that person; it’s just business.
࠲ဣ Ǘ࠲ဣႴᄲደօ
But in China, without a certain rapport having been developed,
ॺڦ૬ă၎ᆌڦǈ࠲ဣ़ᆶĐටा࠲ဣđڦ
business is extremely difficult, if not impossible. That is why
ᅪາǈᄺᆶĐஏྪईဣྪđڦᅪາǈႴᄲ
relationships cannot be achieved rapidly through common
ᆶԈࡤሞഄዐݛ߲߳ڦ௬༵ࠃኧࢇࢅፕăߴ
Ǣ   Ǥ ǡ¢¿
ࢤԈᄺॺ૬࠲ဣڦᅃ߲࣍বǈᅺྺܔԈࡤ

in China, without
a certain rapport
having been
developed, business
is extremely difficult

”
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means both “relationship” and “network or
ሞగॲ๚ዐڦగ߲߲
connections”, and the need to provide support
ටईగ߲ਏ༹૧ᅮ
and cooperation among the parties involved.
ඖ༹๖ፎዘڦᅃዖ
The giving of a red envelope stuffed with cash,
݆ݛă
or hongbao, is also a part of developing the relaࠏཚăዐ౹ኮक़
tionship, as it is a way to showing respect to an
ፔิᅪࠏڦཚᇕჾᅃ
individual or a particular interest group within
ӯᆈᇕǈᄺ৽ຫǈ
any matter.
ሞႹܠ൧ူǈዐݛ
Communication. As communication in
ࢅ౹ۼݛሞᆩݥజ
Sino-European dealings is often in English, it
ᇕႜୁăړມݛ
means that in many cases both parties, Chinese
ۼᆩݥజᇕႜୁ
and European, are speaking a foreign language.
้ټઠڦയሞဃ
The sheer number of potential misunderstandຕ ଉ  ๆ  ݴ ට ڦǈ
ings when two parties speak in a third-country
ਉ߲૩ጱઠຫǈට்
language is amazing. Hidden agendas, for examవ๎՚ࢅᇕჾ
ple, are extremely difficult to identify and comॺ૬থዐࡔ࿔ࣅֶ ԝࢫᆆ֠ۯڦऐăړ
Ǥǡ
ǈ்Ⴔᄲࠞ
partners to improve their English, but we too ᅴĂփዷ࠵ူۨஃࢅ
்ڦዐࡔअӵ༵ߛᆈ
must continuously work on ours.
ᇕ  ೝǈ ᇑ ُ ཞ ้ǈ
Persistence. It is unwise to assume that փൟࠌڦࠀׯ
்ᄺՂႷփ༵ߛ
things will go smoothly. Administrative burdens
ጲวڦᆈᇕೝă
ࢃڦ႐
in setups and daily operations can be exhaustive,
ॕăණྺ๚൧
but there is no quick way around these. The
ࣷቛڦຩ૧ၙڦ
temptation to change the direction of an effort can be high,
݆փڦăഓᄽॺ૬क़ࢅනሏᆐዐڦ
though re-direction often leads to further confusion. Persist,
ႜአڅๆݯࡼݴ૰ǈڍுᆶڦਦ
take a deep breath, and do it again. Testing a counterpart’s
Ӹ݆ă߀Վగၜ౮૰ݛڦၠڦᆻउٷǈ߀ڍ
endurance is part of the Chinese business culture and deeply
Վݛၠྫྫࣷټઠ߸ᅃօڦઓउă்ᄲፔ
rooted in their competitive behaviour.
ڦॕǈศဌᅃ੨ഘǈምፔᅃْă֪ݛܔ
Flexibility. Of course, this is important around the globe,
ڦఱ૰ዐࡔڦঢ়ᆐ࿔ࣅǈศศڦሾߵᇀ்
but with the present speed with which the Chinese economy
ڦ৪ኛႜྺዐă
grows, flexibility has become a major skill to allow best maଳऄăኄᅃۅሞඇ൰ઠຫۼዘᄲǈڍሞ
noeuvring between new laws, regulations and trading condiణമዐࡔڦঢ়षሺူǈଳऄᅙঢ়ྺׯሞႎ݆
tions.
ୱĂႎࡀۨࢅႎஹᅟཉॲူႜևຈࡀࣄڦዷ
It is fair to say that ‘soft factors’ – i.e. intangible, nonᄲरీă
measurable factors -- are the main reasons why many SMEs
ᅜຫĐᅺđĊĊසփ९Ăփ֪
fail in China. Soft factors cannot be calculated and quoted in
ଉڦᅺĊĊႹྔܠጨዐၭഓᄽሞዐࡔ฿Ө
advance, but must be experienced and personally handled onڦዷᄲᇱᅺăᅺ݆ᇨံऺ໙ࢅᆅᆩǈՂ
site. An empathy which allows for embracing Chinese cultural
Ⴗሞঢ়૦ࢫᆯ߲ටሞ၄ׇਦăॺ૬থዐࡔ
differences and not being judgmental or dismissive will be
࿔ࣅֶᅴĂփዷ࠵ူۨஃࢅփൟࠌڦׯ
central to success, and is embodied in the Chinese proverb ࢅၿ!
ࠀࢃڦ႐ǈኄዖหሞዐࡔׯڦᇕ ( ࢅܸփཞ (
࠶!ݴഇ , meaning ‘harmony despite differences’.
ዐᄺᆶ༹၄ă

“

An empathy which
allows for embracing
Chinese cultural
differences and not
being judgmental
or dismissive will be
central to success

”
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朱帝
朱帝是一名演讲者，培训师，顾
问及公关学者。他的演讲内容侧重
于在全球经济环境、国际关系、东
西方的转变、及世界旅游业方面的
跨文化价值观和行为。他专注于亚
非拉地区的新兴市场，并且他对中
国和日本也非常感兴趣并参与其中。
朱帝定期为各种报刊和商务杂志撰
写文章，并经常在大学和国际商务
学校发表演说。
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